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Krenim Warship Propulsion Data
Cruiser; Commissioned: 2352
Impulse System: FIG-4 (.9c) (D)
Warp System: LF-35 (6/9.2/9.8 MCU) (D)

Hull Data
Structure: 25 [65 space][0 space remains]
Size/Decks: 5/14
Length/Height/Beam: 250/41/129 m
Complement: 280

Tactical Data
Torpedo Launchers: C-A (x2/B)
Chroniton Penetration: 4/4/4/4/4
Deflector Shield: CIDSS-4 (BB)
Protection/Threshold: 16/2
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Operational Data
Atmosphere Capable: No
Cargo Units: 50
Cloaking Device: No
Life Support: Class 3 (D)
Operations System: Class 3 (D)
Sensor System: Class 4 (+4/+3/+2/+1/0/E)
Separation System: No
Shuttlebay: 1 a
Shuttlecraft: 5 size worth
Tractor Beams: 1 ad, 1 fv
Transporters: 2 standard, 2 emergency, 2 cargo

Miscellaneous Data
Maneuver Modifiers: +2C, 0H, +2T
Traits: None
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Mission
The Krenim Warship’s goal is
maintaining the territorial integrity
of the Imperium, protecting it from
all threats, foreign and domestic.

Features
The Krenim Warship’s primary feature
of note is its armament of chroniton
torpedoes. This single feature has allowed the
Imperium to dominate its local stellar
neighborhood, for no other local species has
an adequate defense against it. Otherwise, the
only other noteworthy feature of the Krenim
Warship is its advanced warp drive, faster
than that of other local powers, such as the
Zahl and Nihydron.

The Krenim Warship is the primary capital
ship of the Krenim Imperium and is a common sight
in and around its territory. With its chroniton
torpedoes, this ship has a decisive advantage
against starships lacking temporal shielding, as its
torpedoes are capable of completely bypassing
non-temporal shields. The warship itself is not particularly
well-armed or defended, assuming one has temporal
shielding. This detail was proved rather decisively when in an
alternate timeline the Intrepid-class starship Voyager was
capable of holding off multiple Krenim warships, even
without temporal shielding. The Krenim warship is still in use
in the Imperium today, as no other foes within the local
region have developed sufficient countermeasures against
Krenim temporal technology.

Background
Ships in Service
Name

Registry

Notes

Zoraxa

K.I.W. 3445

Encountered alien starship Voyager and warned them
to avoid Imperium space (2374).
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Appearances
Series
VOY

Media
T.V. “Before and After”; T.V. “Year of Hell”
The Zoraxa fires its chroniton torpedoes

